Archbishop spends day on campus

By EMILY CALVERT
Daily Pennsylvanian Stall Writer

On a visit to the University bookstore yesterday, Archbishop Bevilacqua graciously received a University jacket from Michael Karkan, Director of the University Bookstore.

“Thank you,” Bevilacqua said to Karkan. “It’s a great day to celebrate the University.” It is the first time the archbishop has received a University jacket.

“Archbishop Bevilacqua is a great leader in Philadelphia and a great provider of social services in this area,” Karkan said. “It’s an honor to have him visit the University.

As the archbishop left, Bevilacqua thanked the Rotunda for its hospitality and spoke of the importance of education and the role of the Church in supporting it.

According to Karkan, the archbishop was interested in the University’s mission and its commitment to education.

The archbishop also discussed his work with the Catholic Charities and the importance of serving the community.

Bevilacqua also added that he is committed to supporting the University and its students, and he encouraged them to continue their education.

The archbishop’s visit was part of the university’s ongoing efforts to develop partnerships with local leaders and organizations.

Occupancy in dorms down substantially

By SCOTT CALVERT
Daily Pennsylvanian Stall Writer

The University has experienced a sharp decrease in occupancy in the dormitories, with only 90 percent of the rooms occupied as of this week.

According to University Trustee Susan Catherwood, this is the first time the University has experienced such a decrease in dorm occupancy.

The decrease in occupancy is expected to continue as the University continues to attract more graduate students, who typically have lower room occupancy rates.

Archbishop Bevilacqua speaks out on issues

By CHRISTINE LUTTEN
Daily Pennsylvanian Stall Writer

In a fiery and passionate speech, Archbishop Bevilacqua addressed the University community yesterday, calling for greater unity and cooperation to address the challenges facing the University.

“Let us stand together as one,” Bevilacqua said. “Let us work together to create a better future for this University.”

The archbishop also addressed the University’s financial situation, which has been a source of concern for many.

“I know that the University is facing difficult times,” Bevilacqua said. “But I am confident that together we can overcome these challenges and build a brighter future.”

Katz stresses competence

By CHRISTINE LUTTEN
Daily Pennsylvanian Stall Writer

University President Peter Katz addressed the University community yesterday, emphasizing the importance of competence in all areas of the University.

“Without competence, we cannot achieve excellence,” Katz said. “We must focus on developing the skills and knowledge necessary to succeed in all areas of the University.”

Katz also addressed the University’s fiscal situation, which has been a source of concern for many.

“We are facing some difficult times,” Katz said. “But we are working diligently to find solutions and ensure the financial stability of the University.”

United Way noodles for research in cognitive sci.

By STEPHEN GLASS
Daily Pennsylvanian Stall Writer

A University Institute has received a $4 million grant that will enable it to make a "national center" in cognitive science research.

The grant will be used to support research, including cognitive psychology, artificial intelligence, and computer science.

The grant is part of the National Science Foundation's (NSF) efforts to support research in cognitive science.

United Way gears up for research in cognitive sci.

The United Way has spent a great deal of money on research, and this grant will enable it to continue its efforts.

The grant will support research in cognitive psychology, artificial intelligence, and computer science.

The United Way is a national nonprofit organization that works to improve the lives of people in need.

Campaign '91

Katz said, "We want to keep it moving, not drive it away.

Katz also said that the board is considering the University's role in the City's economy and the role of the University in the City's future.

Katz also addressed the University's financial situation, which has been a source of concern for many.

“We are facing some difficult times,” Katz said. “But we are working diligently to find solutions and ensure the financial stability of the University.”

The University is one of the largest employers in the City, and Katz emphasized the importance of supporting the University's continued success.
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Ferrer research report to be released

The long-awaited report on the investigation of Argentine President Raul Alfonsin, alleged re- search misconduct to be released this week, ac- cording to Tuesday's meeting of the press. The report will discuss an incident, which occurred while the Colombian government was involved in the case. Students and staff members who were involved in the investigation said that the report was compi lated.

Ferrer's research has been suspended since June. University officials discovered that Ferrer failed to submit the paper that was submitted in a letter to the department. Students and staff members who were involved in the investigation said that the report was compiled.
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TEACHING ASSISTANTS:

They have to straddle the fence by being both junior faculty and students and adding that they often have to work long hours – teaching classes and grading papers – while working towards a graduate degree.

TA responsibilities differ from department to department and sometimes even within the same departments.

These responsibilities may vary depending on the course and the number of students enrolled in the course and range from writing and grading exams to teaching recitation sections. In the English and foreign languages department, TAs run their own classes.

Before classes start, TAs go through training programs to help them prepare for what they may run counter in the classroom during the semester.

In the School of Arts and Sciences, associate dean Donald Fitts, the TAs are housed in a one-year program before classes start.

The program, led by other TAs, introduces different methods of how to retain students' attention and get people to listen to them.

In the Long Non-Credit Wharton Teaching Program, said that he is entirely on TA responsibilities.

These responsibilities may vary depending on the course and the department with their teaching assignments. After that, it is up to the department with their teaching assignments.

TA responsibilities differ from department to department and sometimes even within the same departments.

School of Social Work, said that there are no programs for the TAs or for TAs. In the school, she said that the TAs are not paid.

Fitts said that the approximately $4000 teaching assistant stipends the TAs have to run their courses and are paid for.

According to Leslie Holden, graduates students and international students have formed a graduate students union to take on the roles expected of them by their professors, according to graduate student leaders.

In addition to being translated by their work from time to time, TAs may have the same complaint and get paid for.

According to School of Arts and Sciences Interim Dean Donald Fitts, the TAs are housed in a one-year program before classes start.

If, as pass a test of spoken English, as a new TA and professor to work out the TA responsibilities and department with their teaching assignment. After that, it is up to the department and the TA.

According to School of Arts and Sciences Interim Dean Donald Fitts, the TAs are housed in a one-year program before classes start.

Fitts said that, on the whole, the job is often more difficult for international students.

"It is especially hard for international students, because they are stigmatized," Polgar said. "The problem isn't as much speaking English, but that their light skin tone makes them appear to be older and white male professors.

In addition to being translated by their work from time to time, TAs may have the same complaint and get paid for.
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THE ELMALEH AND HUMANITIES PRIZES

The Delta Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa will award the Elmaleh Prize for an undergraduate essay in the social sciences, and the Humanities Prize for an undergraduate essay in the humanities. The competitions will be conducted by the Executive Committee and the Electoral Board of Phi Beta Kappa, with judging limited to faculty in the social sciences and humanities. The competitions will be open to all undergraduate students participating in the social sciences and humanities. The competitions will be open to all undergraduate students participating in the social sciences and humanities.

March 4th. Essays should be submitted to 200 Houston Hall. It is suggested that essays be submitted to 200 Houston Hall. Each award will carry an honorarium of $300.

The deadline for submissions is Monday, March 4th. Essays should be submitted to 200 Houston Hall. Each award will carry an honorarium of $300. Students must submit five (5) copies of their essays for review by the committee.

Streakers make encore showing

By DANIEL ROSENBERG

Those who raised their hands in victory on February 12th were involved in the first Monday morning— but that a few of those watching...
Imagine Their Disappointment

Over 400 DP Valentine’s Day Personal ads in Thursday’s paper. And none of them from you. Because you didn't stop by our table on Locust Walk or our office on Walnut Street to spend some time and a little money to say you care.

But wait! What if we told you that you had **one more chance** to wish someone special **Happy Valentine’s Day**

**With a DP Personal Valentine**

On Sale Today Only At 2 Locations

**Locust Walk**
In Front of Steinberg/Dietrich Hall
10:30 am — 3 pm

**Daily Pennsylvanian Office**
4015 Walnut Street
Smiling Bob, Budget Salesman

My name is Bob Casey, the governor of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. You may have heard my voice on the radio, seen me on television, or read about me in the newspapers. But today, I want to talk directly to you.

I am running for re-election, and I want your support. I believe in the values of free-market economics, and I want to continue to implement those values in Pennsylvania.

Some people say that my approach is too aggressive. They say that I am too focused on cutting taxes and reducing government spending. But I believe that by doing so, we can create a more prosperous and dynamic economy.

I am committed to reducing the size of government and empowering the people. I believe that the best way to help the people of Pennsylvania is by creating a business-friendly climate that allows private enterprise to thrive.

I am opposed to the idea of raising taxes to fund government programs. Instead, I believe that we should focus on cutting waste and inefficiency in state government.

I understand that change can be difficult, and I am committed to listening to your concerns and working to address them. I believe that we can create a bright future for Pennsylvania if we work together as a team.

Thank you for your time, and I hope to earn your support in the upcoming election.

Bob Casey, Governor of Pennsylvania
U. Museum exhibit examines Kenyans

The exhibit, entitled "Okiek Portraits: A Kenyan People," displays the photography of Corinne Kratz, an anthropologist who works with the Okiek Tribe in the University Museum.

Kratz said the photographs are candid representations of ordinary events and traits of the Okiek as well as special occasions. She added she also wanted to counter stereotypes of the Okiek by other Kenyans, saying it's "common to Kenyan "E. Tororo," or "those poor people with no cows," but has helped the Okiek in dealing with the Kenyan govern-

The exhibit is set up so that the observer can trace the Okiek by viewing the photos in sequence. Kratz said she wants the viewer to "trace the rotation (among the subjects) and put together what the different people do." The viewer must carefully keep track of the rotating captions through the different photographs in order to get a feel for the Okiek way of life, she said.
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Iraq attacked by allied forces

WADDAN, Saudi Arabia — Faded by the desert sun, U.S.-led forces dropped bombs on Iraq's air defenses yesterday with hundreds more bombs poised to go on air for the 75th day in a row.

Steadfastly, Saddam Hussein, the ruler of Iraq, vowed that his country would not be brought down by the allied hammer-blow. President Bush said that the government had ordered its forces to attack the aggressors over the aggressors is a victory, the Pentagon confirmed that four U.S. stealth bombers had been launched from the aircraft carrier USS Abraham Lincoln yesterday.
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UTV featuring performing arts

UTV Featuring Performing Arts
Week
By ELI FASKHA

Phanie Daneberg, the hostess of the show. "Some groups are very well known, but some aren't."

"The first show, which premiered last Tuesday on UTV, featured Mask and Wig and an on-studio skit by Off-the-Beat."

Dorm occupancy is down substantially

The United Way to hold banquet at Faculty Club

UNIVERSITY CITY NAUTILUS
University City Mall - 4009 Locust St. - Since 1978
Philadelphia, PA 19104
322-9010

Films and a discussion on civil rights violations in the U.S. during war times.

“The Family Gathering”
Film producer: Lise Yusi

This film deals with the memory of the U.S. internment of American Japanese citizens during World War II.

“Voices in Exile: Immigrants in the Amendment”
Film producer: Laura Hayes

This film examines the U.S. government's attempt to silence Arab immigrants who speak out against U.S. foreign policy.

Guest speakers: Lise Yusi, Film Maker
Laura Hayes, Film Maker
Khaled Abu El Fadl, Attorney at Law

Tuesday, Feb. 12, 1991, 7:00 - 9:00 pm
Bowl Room, Houston Hall, University of Pennsylvania
Co-sponsored by: the Muslim Students' Association, the Asian American Student Alliance, the Pan Asian Circle, from Women's Center, and Greenfield Intercultural Center. (Refreshments will be served).

TEACH FOR AMERICA
interview spots available
February 26 & 28, 1991

Teach For America is a national teacher corps of talented, dedicated individuals from all ethnic backgrounds and academic majors who commit two years to teach in urban and rural areas that have persistent teacher shortages.

-Salary: $17,000-$20,000
•Loans: deferment (Stafford/GSL) or cancellation (Perkins/NDSL) possible

Co-sponsored by: the Muslim Students’ Association, the Asian American Student Alliance, the Pan Asian Circle, from Women’s Center, and Greenfield Intercultural Center. (Refreshments will be served).

To pick up an application and sign up for an interview, stop by the University of Pennsylvania Career Planning and Placement Office


Read the new, early morning DP. It’ll make your day.
Johnson, Smart lead M. Indoor Track

W. Indoor Track competes at G. Invitational

The early bird gets the best nest.

Guide to finding great off campus housing: 1. Start looking early 2. Visit all options 3. Get to know the local area

The early bird gets to see the best of everything.
M. Swim fails to end jinx against Army in 16th straight loss

Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

Includes heat Call 545-3470 after

...a huge bedrooms, modem

... TWO big bedrooms, $330 up
...to $360
...42nd & Osage: Call Linda.

...includes utilities:
...Rent

...PARTY CLUTH
...includes utilities:
...$400 up.
...

...High Fashion

...includes utilities:
...In gil. $450 includes
...2 BR RENOVATED apartment
...on 42nd & Baltimore Call Linda.

...MONTH-TO-MONTH leases available.
...Call (215)597-0744.

...OVERSEAS OPPORTUNITIES:
...nursing majors needed for 2 year
...programs in over 70 developing
...countries. Expenses paid. Excel-
...environment. Call Bob Gelfand:
...849-8599.

The official word from the sports
...editor Joseph Shieh.

Cornell Daily Sun

...Specialist, he of the flaming orange
...swatted. Tiger forward Chris Mar-

...soriero is remaining open-minded
...about as close as they come to
...achieving hero status this
...season. Robert Madigan, Fran Connolly
...and Rudy Totten were both
...prived of his moment in the sun,
...admitted. "I wished I was sitting
...down so no one could see me. I
...admitted. "I wished I was sitting
...down so no one could see me. I

The Morning News

...students obviously have more im-
...portant things going on in their
...lives...so the study
...includes utilities:
...for 2 year
...programs in over 70 developing
...countries. Expenses paid. Excel-
...environment. Call Bob Gelfand:
...849-8599.
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There’s more to Campus Life than just a room with a view.

Join a residential community filled with interesting undergraduates, graduates, faculty and great facilities.

College Houses and Living-Learning Programs

Oh, you also get a room with a view ...of life.

Deadline: February 22nd

Applications available:
The Office of Academic Programs in Residence, 3901 Locust Walk, HRN, Suite D, tel 898–5551
West Campus Residence Office, 3820 Locust Walk tel 898–6663
all College Houses and Living–Learning Programs
No. 2 Buckeyes defeat Michigan, 81-65

Huskies upend Hoyas, 61-55; NCAA to bust UTEP for violations

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Jim Jackson scored 23 points and won his 100th game as a Husky to lead No. 2 Ohio State past No. 5 Michigan, 74-61, on Saturday night in the Big Ten victory over Michigan on Monday night.

Ohio State, which was the first meeting between the teams in 25 years, took a 5-2 lead in the first 10 minutes of the game. The Buckeyes are now 16-2 in the Big Ten and 30-3 overall. They have won 10 of their last 11 games.

The Hoyas also scored 23 points in the first half and took a 22-22 lead, but the Buckeyes scored 55 points in the second half, including 89 percent from the field and 12 points fewer than the Hoyas.

The Hoyas also scored 23 points in the first half, but the Buckeyes scored 55 points in the second half, including 89 percent from the field and 12 points fewer than the Hoyas.

The Hoyas were led by center Alex Jackson, who scored 14 points and had 12 rebounds, and guard Scottie Davis, who scored 15 points and had 12 rebounds.
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1. **Sports**

- **W. Hoops treks to Spiders’ web**

**By MATT KELLY**

It may stick out from a back pocket or fanny pack, but for the Penn women’s basketball team, nothing is more valuable than the Ivy League championship banner that hangs proudly against the University of Richmond is more than a piece of fabric. It is a trophy that has won only once in the program’s history.

But Penn will be doing more than just chasing its ninth conference title. They have the tools to take the Quakers to new heights. 

"They’re a very talented, well-coached team," coach John Simmons said. "As far as any team in the country, they’re probably the best at spacing—and with their offense, it's a very tough team to guard, especially because they're really good at every position.

"For the first time no one let the rest of the league know that they’re starting to wake up," Simmons said. "They’re still learning the game,

But with the present situation as bright as it is, it simply doesn’t pay off to remain hopeless, it simply doesn’t pay off to remain hopeless, it simply doesn’t pay off to remain hopeless. What is there to gain? A better future. What is there to lose? Certainly, the road to the National Football League championship.

"The matches weren't as challenging," junior co-captain John Kramer said. "We were both nervous going into the jump-off, we were both so tired. I think we both missed our first three jumps. It was like a marathon pole vault, John Kramer said. "It was a perfect way to start a jump-off," Kramer said. "It's a perfect way to start a jump-off."

The Penn men’s squash team improved their season record to 12-0 after defeating Vassar and Williams.

"The win over Vassar and Williams,” Joe Valero said, "is something that we’ve been working towards all season."

**Valerio strides at NFL combines**

By NOAH ISRAEL

Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

Thousands of students meet now and then to discuss the NFL scouting combine held in Indianapolis. Approximately 100 of the top college football players in the nation attended the combines, which are meant to familiarize front offices of pro teams with possible selections in the NFL draft in April.

"It was a really intense and really competitive week," the (12.9 ppg, 7.8 rpg) and junior guard captain Kirsten Brendel, Perm's all-defense spearheaded by senior triple-double specialist Beth Barlow.
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"For the first time no one let the rest of the league know that they’re starting to wake up," Simmons said. "They’re still learning the game,
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